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trial, a proven recipe and competitive edge that puts the client
in the position to evaluate the case accurately and get the best
results possible. It is this aggressive and devoted representation that
satisfies clients and makes opponents take notice.
The firm is known for taking on and winning tough cases. In
2011, on the heels of several trial victories last year, the firm won a
jury verdict in Central Texas of over 12 Million Dollars, one of the
Top Eleven Verdicts in Texas.
The experience forged and results won by lead attorneys Randy
Howry, Sean Breen and Tim Herman have earned clients success
and the firm recognition well outside the home base of Austin. In
addition to being selected by their peers for inclusion in The Best
Lawyers in America®, Mr. Howry, Mr. Breen and Mr. Herman have
all been recognized by their peers as Texas Super Lawyers for seven
years in a row, and have been selected as the Best of the Bar in
Commercial Litigation by The Austin Business Journal.
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owry, Breen & Herman won the Largest Premises
Liability Verdict in Texas in 2011– an example of
the Firm’s successful jury trial experience, cuttingedge trial science, relentless lawyers with a talented team, deep
resources and winning results: these qualities make Howry, Breen
& Herman the trial attorneys for a wide group of clients with
differing legal needs that share one common characteristic—
no option but winning. Clients ranging from individuals and
businesses who have suffered devastating losses or injuries to
Fortune 500 companies like Wells Fargo, Mack Trucks, and Fed
Ex Freight, to smaller businesses, entrepreneurs and high profile
individuals such as Lance Armstrong, all come to Howry, Breen
& Herman when their reputation or future are on the line and
they cannot afford to lose. The firm takes high stakes cases and
aggressively pursues the best possible result for the client.
A premier trial firm, Howry, Breen & Herman tries all manner
of civil cases across the country from both sides of the courtroom,
representing plaintiffs and defendants. Efficient and innovative,
the firm offers creative fee arrangements and is routinely hired
directly by clients or through referrals from law firms and attorneys
tapping the firm’s rich trial experience. Unlike many litigation
firms, Howry, Breen & Herman attorneys have actually tried
hundreds of cases and know how to prepare a case efficiently for

